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Product Strategies 

Introduction: 
Design management is a field of study where business         
management and design thinking merge. It is based on the          
notion that the creative processes that designers and        
entrepreneurs undergo are quite similar; a notion that        
underpins flexibility, creativity and innovation to fuel       
business growth. In their Xiaomi case study, Liu and Rieple          
(2019) identify seven new design management      
characteristics, DMC’s, which we will briefly discuss here. 
 
1. Foundation 
Xiaomi was founded in 2010 by Lei Hun, at the time already            
a major entrepreneur in China’s IT industry (Xiaomi, n.d.-a).         
Xiaomi’s strategy was to build their ecosystem consisting of         
hardware, software and retail. All co-founders had a level of          
expertise and knowledge relevant to these three business        
sectors, having worked at companies like Google, Microsoft        
and Motorola (Xiaomi, n.d.-a).  
 
At its earliest stage, Xiaomi didn’t make any hardware yet.          
They were mostly active online, applying internet thinking to         
design. The focus on the internet is still present today,          
although Xiaomi soon branched out into the hardware        
market: “Xiaomi is an internet company with smartphones        
and smart hardware connected by an IoT platform at its          
core” (XIAOMI MiOT GLOBAL COMMUNITY, 2018). 
During the growth stage designers at Xiaomi focused on         
co-developing products with consumers and launching them       
according to a targeted schedule. Xiaomi reached its first         
peak of development after the first three years, having         
captured a 15% market share in the Chinese smartphone         
market and growing their online community to 0.15 billion         
active members, consisting mainly of 18-35 year-old male        
IT-fans (Liu and Rieple, 2019). 
 
Software: MIUI system 
The MIUI system was the first product launched by Xiaomi, 6           
months after its inception. It was an android-based        
smartphone operating system praised for its options for        
personalization, its design and operating speed. Because it        
was a ROM operating system that could be flashed to third           
party phones, it was not a mainstream product, and their          
main audience was quite knowledgeable and passionate       
about smartphones and tech. By developing the platform        
through a co-design process with members in Xiaomi’s        

online chatroom, Xiaomi cleverly gained their first       
customers. Members of this online community viewed the        
system as their own product since they had helped design it           
and thus they and their friends became the first generation          
of Xiaomi’s customers. 
 
Hardware: Mi1 phone 
In 2011 Xiaomi developed its first hardware product, the Mi          
One smartphone. This was a phone running MIUI aiming to          
deliver high performance at an honest price point, which is          
also a philosophy Xiaomi still lives by (XIAOMI MiOT GLOBAL          
COMMUNITY, 2018). It ran MIUI firmware and was launched         
to the Asian market. The phone was met with a lot of            
enthusiasm, raking in 300.000 pre-orders in the 36 hours         
after its announcement (Millward, 2011). At a later stage         
however, the Mi1 started gaining critiques, which we will         
elaborate on in the next chapter. 
As mentioned before, customization and personalization is       
one of MIUI’s main selling points. Themes were first         
introduced on the Mi1 phones for free, but a growth in           
demand changed that business model. After launching their        
theme store in 2012, it became their third largest source of           
revenue (only after games and apps) (XIAOMI TEAM, 2017b).         
Designers in the online community design themes for        
Xiaomi, for which they earn approx. 70% of the themes’          
revenue. 
 

 
Figure 1, Mi1 phone running MIUI (Joseph, 2019) 

 
Looking at these examples, we see clear examples of the first           
key DMC’s. Through actively involving the internet       
community Xiaomi established a dedicated following with an        
expertise in design and smartphone tech eager to support         
them in the earliest stages of their company (DMC 1 and 3 in             
Liu and Rieple’s case study). Also they formulated a clear          
pattern and direction for product development by       
formulating core concepts of listening to their community,        
offering cutting edge technology and keeping an honest        
price. 
 
2. Validation 

Around 2013, the “foundation” stage gave way to the         
“validation” stage. The validation stage at Xiaomi lasted until         
2015 and within this period, the so-called Xiaomi 1.0 was          
developed to a new version, Xiaomi 2.0. According to Liu and           
Rieple (2019), three problems occured after the       
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first-generation of soft- and hardware were launched on the         
market. First, Xiaomi was seen as the Chinese copycat         
version of Apple due to the similar look and feel of their            
products and stores which led to vast criticism.        
Unfortunately, it took Xiaomi a while to come up with a           
solution for this particular problem as it was solved in the           
next stage; growth, which we define later in this report. 

Second, the performance of the Mi1 smartphone was        
considered to be poor. As a result of the undersized          
performing screen, touch keys, microphone, etc., the       
reputation of Xiaomi decreased and consumers became less        
confident. To overcome the critique, Xiaomi returned to        
their well-established, loyal fan base and used their “online         
chatroom to collect feedback and search for solutions with         
geeks” (Liu and Rieple, 2019) which resulted in new insights          
and upgrades of Xiaomi’s products (launch of Mi1S and Mi2).          
Considering the DMC’s, this solution is a great example of          
Involving consumers (DMC 1) since it enabled Xiaomi’s        
designers to improve the quality of their products through         
the interaction with their consumers. 

The third problem arose from the need to expand their          
business for the core, loyal consumers. As a solution,         
co-founder De Lui, was put in charge of a new business           
sector: eco-chain, formally launched in 2014. The goal of this          
new department was to maintain and increase Xiaomi’s        
popularity and improve total sales revenue. This was done         
by creating a “synergy between key products and eco-chain         
products and expanding the imaginative space of       
Xiaomi.”(Liu and Rieple, 2019). By implementing the       
Working patterns (DMC 2) built in the previous stage         
(foundation): Xiaomi applied and improved well-proven      
design and work processes to give the new business sector a           
head start and to speed up processes. In addition, the          
creation of the eco-chain business sector succeeded thanks        
to the right implementation of the third DMC, Reconfiguring         
resources (DMC 3). By incubating and investing in external         
start-up projects, external resources were involved in the        
design processes.Next to that, Xiaomi and their external        
resources were organized in a way that enabled fast and          
open knowledge sharing which resulted in developing       
products by combining external and internal knowledge and        
resources. 

Another example of an implementation of a DMC, can also          
be found in the eco-chain department. Since one of the          
initial principles of the eco-chain consisted of regulations        
that ensures 1) all eco-chain products were based on MIUI,          
2) the Mijia application was used to control the products and           
3) the well-established supply and retail channels of Xiaomi         
were used, we consider Xiaomi’s eco-chain as a great         
example of Design standards (DMC 4).  

However the revenue of Xiaomi decreased, due to the         
disappointed sales of Mi Note, in 2015, “the eco-chain         
businesses’ smart products showed a high growth rate, from         
2 billion RMB sales revenue in 2014, to 5 billion in 2015 and             

10 billion in 2016.” (Liu and Rieple, 2019). This brought          
Xiaomi to the next stage; Growth. 

In order to create a more in-depth explanation of the          
implementation of the DMC’s, we give two examples of         
products Xiaomi launched during the validation stage: 

Xiaomi Piston 2 Earphones 

 
Figure 2,  Xiaomi Piston 2 Earphones (PyroShop, n.d.) 

 
While designing the Xiaomi Piston 2 Earphones (fig. 2) in          
2014 as an addition on Xiaomi’s smartphones, Xiaomi        
listened to their fan base which concluded that the sound          
and microphone quality of the previous Piston 1 and other          
Xiaomi products was not at the desired level yet. By          
maintaining low costs while adding value for the customer,         
Xiaomi managed to launch the Piston 2 Earphones at a low           
price of $15 in China and $25 abroad (ljokerl, 2014).          
Regarding the design of the earphones, Xiaomi listened to         
their fans base again. By including external resources, Xiaomi         
managed to develop the earphones at low costs while using          
refreshing and high quality materials. With the help of the          
materials and the design, extra value was added to the          
product. The case could be used as cable winder and the           
paper slave was used for the user manual. According to          
Tweakers (2015), customers appreciate the used new       
materials and the additional affordances that were designed.        
The earphones were designed to work with most Android         
and iOS operating phones. We consider this process an         
example of the use of DMC 1, DMC 2 and DMC 3.  

Xiaomi Mi Band 

 

Figure 3, Xiaomi Mi Band (Grandado, n.d.) 
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Built upon personal relationship between the Xiaomi and the         
Huami board, a joint venture as part of the Eco-chain          
projects was established. Xiaomi invested almost 20% of the         
founding value of Huami to support the development of the          
Mi Band (Lam and Leung, 2018). In order to maintain the           
so-called “killer products” with high quality, honest pricing,        
well-designed and high performance Xiaomi desired, Xiaomi       
reconfigured their internal resources and knowledge. The       
Xiaomi Mi Band (fig. 3) is a sharp priced smart wrist band            
which enables the user to track their movement and sleep          
rhythm and was aimed at using the 80% principle (satisfy          
80% needs of 80% of the market). With this product, Xiaomi           
also addressed a new market segment of customers        
interested in vitality. Again, Xiaomi used their fan base to          
co-design the product and find the “killer features” of the          
band. In addition, designs of competitors are also used to          
compare and set the “killer features”. The development and         
launch of the Mi Band are considered to be examples of           
right implementation of DMC 1, DMC 2, DMC 3 and DMC 4. 

Growth 

During the growth phase Xiaomi focused on their eco-chain,         
consisting of 3 layers: smartphones at the core, IoT products          
as the second and mass consumption products as the third          
layer. All products had to conform to the low-cost and          
high-performance strategy with a focus on good design (Liu         
and Rieple, 2019). As could be read in the validation phase,           
Xiaomi struggled with a copycat image. The company got to          
shed this image by: hiring a renown designer to design their           
smartphone model “Mi MIX”; hire 8 Inc. to design their          
brand stores; and build their ecosystem through investments        
in external startups and companies to spring innovation.        
These are also typical of DMC 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. The eco-chain              
attracts potential partners for innovation (3), establishing       
the standards for the eco-chain to radiate the Xiaomi brand          
(4), accumulating knowledge with the eco-chain and external        
designers (5). Hiring external designers for their products        
shed the copy-cat image, upgraded the level of their         
products and provided a design strategy to tell the brand          
story. Both 8.inc and Philippe Starck played a key role in           
defining the brand identity through design (6). Because of         
the bargaining power with component suppliers that Xiami        
created with their ecosystem, it is now possible to better          
guarantee the low-price high-performance strategy     
throughout the entire Mi product family (7). 

Mi MIX 

 

Figure 4, Xiaomi Mi Mix (PricePrice.com, 2020) 

 

Reviews: Design is fresh, top build quality, a display is super           
bright and immersive. The battery life is great and storage          
sufficient. 4G, Wifi, GPS and fingerprint scanner are working         
great. Lesser features of the phone are the rear camera,          
front camera and autofocus in filming. The UI seems to lag or            
stutter and some freezes while gaming on the phone. On the           
design side the phone is fragile and slippery and very          
expensive on launch. The hefty price tag for the Xiaomi MIX           
may be due to the designer behind the product, Philippe          
Starck. (TechTablets.com, 2016) Written online reviews      
confirm the feedback from the video (Notebook Check,        
2016).  
We can conclude that the Mi Mix is a great and successful            
attempt by Xiaomi to shake off the copy-cat image people          
had about its products, applying DMC 6. With the creation of           
the Mi Mix, Xiaomi established a design workflow together         
with Philippe Starck (Xiaomi, 2017 - A). This allowed the          
company to better understand and repeatedly apply product        
design. The revenue is higher than ever in 2019, owning          
9,2% worldwide market share in smartphone sales, showing        
clear success of the company. (Peter, 2019) 

Xiaomi Mi electric scooter pro 

 
Figure 5, Xiaomi Mi Electric Scooter Pro (Mobileshop.eu, 2020) 

An interesting product when it comes to recognizing and         
seizing a business opportunity. “[Wang Ye] realized that        
other than motorcycles and electric bikes, personal mobility        
devices have become a smart solution in highly congested         

urban areas.” (Xiaomi, 2017 - B) The scooter is built by the            
company Ninebot, which is part of the Xiaomi ecosystem.         
Various online reviews complement the scooters’ design       
where there exists a difference in how people perceive the          
portability. (ehealth smart health innovation, 2020) vs (Safe        
Road, 2020). The thing most prominently found is that the          

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NX3i6PZnvzI
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price vs performance for the scooter is on point and well           
received by the users, as DMC 7 clearly states is important in            
the growth phase of Xiaomi. 

Xiaomi is the main investor behind Ninebot which allowed         
the company to leverage its position and utilize the         
distribution network of Xiaomi. By investing in innovative        
startups and tech companies, Ninebot being one of them,         
Xiaomi could push its DMC’s as prerequisites for companies         
to be part of the company’s ecosystem. DMC 7 had to be            
applied to the Mi Electric Scooter, which is done successfully          
when looking at the awards won by the product’s design.          
DMC 2 was applied as well: Xiaomi could apply the working           
patterns and design process with the design of the Mi          
Electric Scooter, resulting in a high performance, low price         
product. MDC 4, the design standards have been applied as          
well: the products’ coating for example had to be up to the            
Xiaomi standards and required 30 iterations before the look         
was right. Xiaomi phrases the statement hinting towards        
other subjects that also required many iterations to fit the          
standards. We could say the process was not super efficient,          
yet valuable for future design. A lot of knowledge is gained           
from different iteration cycles. DMC 6 was applied by         
ensuring the design fit the brands overall design vision; the          
product does fit well with the other Mi products.  

MiOT Ecosystem 

Xiaomi MiOT Ecosystem is the smart product line of Xiaomi.          
It includes or will include almost every product a person can           
think of. For example smartwatches, pillows, cookers, lights        
and door locks. There are “115 million devices that are          
connected through Xiamoi’s IoT platform, it also has 10         
million daily active users worldwide” (Fuzon, n.d.)  

The reason that they started this ecosystem is twofold; in          
the first place Xiaomi's smartphone market share started to         
decrease in 2015 and they had to look further. The other           
reason is that the IoT industry was booming in China. In           
2014, Xiaomi had set up an eco-chain department to focus          
on IOT products (Liu & Rieple, 2019). Within the same period           
that their smartphone revenue was lowering, their eco-chain        
business was growing from 2 to 10 billion RMB sales revenue           
from 2014 to 2016 (Liu & Rieple, 2019). 

What they did with the ecosystem is not develop all the           
products themself but invest in existing companies/startups       
to include their products in Xiaomi's product line once they          
have met the ecosystem standards (DMC 4). The ecosystem         
standards follow the three principles the startups are tested         
on: good quality, good price–performance ratio, and the        
product’s technological elements (Liu & Rieple, 2019). On        
March 31st 2018, Xiaomi had instituted an ecosystem of         
more than 210 companies.  

Challenges 

Competition 
Xiaomi has countless different products that all have their         
own competition. Take their Air Purifier for example, that         
market has over 700 brands competing (Ma & Lu 2018).          
Xiaomi’s challenge here is that they have to make good          
quality products for the lowest price possible (principle) in         
wildly varying markets which can be highly competitive.        
Looking at the Value Disciplines framework (VDF), Xiaomi is         
trying to do the impossible. The VDF suggests that a          
company should choose to focus on Product Leadership        
(Xiaomi strives for leading-edge products and innovation),       
Operational Excellence (Xiaomi strives for reliable products       
at competitive prices) or Customer Intimacy (Xiaomi is        
reliable on their fan base and builds bonds with customers          
via their platforms), or else they will probably end up          
somewhere in the middle (B2U, 2017).  

Their solution is the ecosystem. All the MiOT ecosystem         
products come from stand alone brands who have their         
focus on their specific products. Xiaomi can handle a big part           
of the competition because it can use its existing resources          
to support the startup/brand. Take Zhimi for example, they         
were a start-up when they brought the first Xiaomi air          
purifier to the market in December 2014 in Beijing. They are           
a company focused on designing and manufacturing smart        
home appliances (Smartmi, n.d.) The air purifier fits the         
xiaomi principle of value for money as it is one of the best             
selling items at a far lower price than air purifier products on            
the market at that times (Thibaud, 2016) 

Xiaomi invests in the firms as a shareholder and does not           
control the companies in the ecosystem but has a         
large/complete control over the design, corporate culture,       
positioning, Both quality control and sales (Horner, 2019).        
Xiaomi has the patent rights over the Xiaomi products as          
well and stacks new knowledge with every expertise a new          
start-up brings to the table (DMC 5). Taking those         
non-controlling shares means that the start-ups receive       
maximum share. Xiaomi does that to stimulate the start-ups         
to work hard and “fight at the front-line” (Liao, 2018). Within           
their ecosystem they support the brands by sharing their         
resources (DMC 3). This will support the competitive        
advantages of the eco-chain firms. The measures in which         
Xiaomi supports the brands depends on their importance to         
Xiaomi. Xiaomi’s focus is on phones, then phone related         
products, then IOT and after that lifestyle products. Poputar         
is a brand that makes smart ukuleles, falls therefore in the           
least important category and only receives minimum funding        
and distribution benefits (Liao, 2018). ZMI on the other hand          
creates power banks for the Xiaomi phones and is therefore          
highly related to the brand (ZMI USA, n.d.). ZMI has received           
generous investments from Xiaomi and has grown out to be          
one of the four start-ups in the eco chain that have reached            
unicorn status. Brands like ZMI will have closer cooperation         
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with Xiaomi up to the point where Xiaomi's founder is          
helping hands-on (Liao, 2018).  

This approach seems to be working, 99% of the eco-chain          
firms survive while this would normally be 10% for start-ups          
in the general market (Liu & Rieple, 2019). As a group Xiaomi            
has the power to bargain lower costs for the parts and           
service from suppliers. They are constantly able to improve         
the standards of the products in their category and suppliers          
are required to improve the quality of their service, this they           
call the catfish effect (Liu & Rieple, 2019).  

Going global 
One of Xiaomi’s challenges is to expand their products to the           
western market(Kharpal, 2020). Xiaomi has focused      
successfully on other regions such as India but is important          
for Xiaomi to reach as many of their users as          
possible(Kharpal, 2020). It costs a lot of time and effort to           
tailor the software of their products to the customers needs          
per different country. Countries have different privacy       
regulations for example.  
Xiaomi runs the risk of lawsuits, Xiaomi has relatively little          
patents and they might run into trouble with other         
companies’ patent rights. The western market has its focus         
on Silicon Valley regarding tech products and can therefore         
look over Chinese firms. Moreover Chinese firms are mostly         
young and have not established a known style yet and can           
therefore be seen as copycats (Fannin, 2019). As discussed in          
the previous chapter Xiaomi is seen as an Apple copycat. 
One of their solutions to conquer the western market is their           
speed and execution (DMC 2), to be ahead of the rest and            
set themselves apart from the rest in that way. (Fannin,          
2019). To distance themselves from the copycat image        
Xiaomi has put more and more effort in their design by           
hiring top designers (DMC 6), as discussed in the previous          
chapter. What they also do is provide their designers with          
rewards, Xiaomi’s ecosystem has won awards such as the         
Gold iF World Design Award and the Red Dot Best of the            
Best 2017 Award (XIAOMI TEAM , 2017a), which gives them          
global recognition as well. What Xiaomi does to fight patent          
battles in extensively growing their patent portfolio, they        
went from 4,702 patents in 2016 to more than 28,000          
patents in 2020 (Balodi & Khan, 2020). They did so by buying            
patent rights, for example 1500 from Microsoft, and by         
creating their own (Balodi & Khan, 2020), hence their high          
speed of innovating (DMC 7).  

Privacy concerns 
With regards to smart products, AI and IoT, privacy concerns          
come in. When founder Lei Jun has quotes like “There will           
be an AIoT network that infiltrates every second and         
scenario of people’s lives, collecting mountains of users,        
traffic and data,” (Liao, 2019) That is a lot of responsibility           
and well regulated privacy measurements should be in place.         
There has already been an event where Xiaomi products         
have lost Google integration because a Xiaomi camera        

started to share footage from an unknown house with         
another customer (Roston, 2020). What they did in this         
situation is respond quickly with a public statement and by          
suspending the relevant service until the problem was        
resolved. Generally Xiaomi takes a lot of measures to make          
their brand identity (DMC 6) trustworthy. Measures such as         
their close communication with their fans (DMC 1), following         
their quality principles strictly and by creating easy access to          
their privacy policy in which they state that if you have any            
questions, you can contact them (Xiaomi, n.d.-a). 

Product Line Proposal 

The idea 

In this section we will promote a new product line which           
would fit into Xiaomi's MiOT Ecosystem. Our product is a          
navigation system for a car that uses Augmented Reality. To          
be more precise; the live feed of the dash camera is shown            
on a portable display. By adding augmented reality on top of           
the live camera feed it helps to orientate the driver in           
complex situations. As Xiaomi already produces dash cams        
with screens like the GS8000L (Dashcam GS8000L incl. 16Gb         
Sandisk Micro SDkaart en Nederlandse handleiding, n.d.). It        
would be very feasible to use the hardware of this device           
and upgrade it. Augmented reality is already used in “in-dash          
navigation systems” such as the MBUX augmented reality        
navigation of Mercedes-Benz (figure 6). This option costs 302         
euros (Pricelist A-Class, 2020), this is a good benchmark for          
our own system. As the AR software is so important with this            
device we would suggest collaborating with an external        
company like WayRay. The combination of the expertise of         
augmented reality in WayRay combined with the expertise        
of hardware production in Xiaomi will result in a solid and           
affordable product. 

 

Figure 6, MBUX AR navigation system. Retrieved from: 
https://www.mercedes-benz.com.cy/passengercars/mercedes-benz-cars/
models/a-class/sedan/explore/interface-gallery/augmented-reality.html 

 

In order to make this idea fit with the vision of Xiaomi, it has              
to of course align with the three principles of Xiaomi. First of            
all the 80/80 principle, this means that Xiaomi wants “to          
offer products that target the mass market (cover 80% of          
users in the market) and provide products that can satisfy          
most (80%) of their daily needs.” (Lam & Leung, 2018). This           

 

https://www.mercedes-benz.com.cy/passengercars/mercedes-benz-cars/models/a-class/sedan/explore/interface-gallery/augmented-reality.html
https://www.mercedes-benz.com.cy/passengercars/mercedes-benz-cars/models/a-class/sedan/explore/interface-gallery/augmented-reality.html
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product is new and not made before, so there is not much            
detail about market analysis. But, we can look at the two           
markets that combine into this product. First of all, the PND           
(Portable Navigation Device) market, as seen in figure 7 is          
declining. The main reason for this is the introduction of          
navigation apps on phones. But, we believe that with the          
addition of Augmented Reality the PND would have a         
significant edge over the standard navigation on the phone,         
resulting in a boost of sales. Augmented Reality is a hot topic            
at the moment with a lot of potential, this is also shown in             
figure 8. Now back to the 80/80 principle. As it is a new             
product and with Xiaomi’s and WayRays experience in        
dashcams and AR software it will target a lot of users within            
the market. Moreover, it will satisfy the users' need to          
navigate towards the desired destination.  

 

Figure 7, navigation platforms. (Privat, 2015) 

 

 
Figure 8, Global AR market growth, (Augmented Reality (AR) Market          
Research Report- Global Forecast till 2023, 2020) 

 

The single killer feature that this product has is as mentioned           
before, navigate users through a portable display which        
plays the live feed of the Xiaomi dashcam with augmented          
reality. Finally this device should have a high-quality and low          
price. Mainly the display should have a high resolution,         
which can be easily realised as Xiaomi has a lot of experience            
with smartphone displays. The camera and mount can be         
taken directly from the GS8000L, this will reduce the costs.          
The casing should be a bit bigger but can be produced for            
roughly 20-30 euros (estimation based upon other       
products). The main costs would be the development of the          

AR software. That is also the main reason why we decided           
that a collaboration with an external company would be the          
best option. All in all we think we could price this product            
around 100 euros which is far beneath the main rival          
TomTom and in-dash competitors.  

Approach to convince Xiaomi 

When we would approach Xiaomi with this idea we first of           
all mention the three principles mentioned above. And        
explain why we think this product would fit with the identity           
of Xiaomi. This idea stands for innovation, while having a          
high quality and keeping it cheap. Furthermore, as we use          
parts from other Xiaomi products it is very feasible to          
produce. This fits perfectly with the vision of Xiaomi which          
emphasizes continuous innovation and focus on quality and        
efficiency. (About us: Making quality technology, n.d.). After        
we told them that we believe that this idea fits with the            
vision of Xiaomi, we would explain the advantages of a PND           
compared to other navigation devices. To start, you could         
use a PND in multiple cars, which an in-dash navigation          
system cannot. Moreover, you can place the PND        
everywhere on the windshield (as long as it does not          
obstruct the direct view). The advantage this system        
compared with mobile navigation apps would be the        
addition of AR. The live camera feed allows the driver to           
directly orientate him- or herself with a single glance. This is           
something where the mobile apps are lacking. It takes longer          
to orientate where you are as you have no other context.           
Next we would mention the values that it brings to Xiaomi           
and its users. The main value for Xiaomi is the new           
experience of AR. it not only is the main feature of this idea             
but it has also a lot of potential in other markets, like that of              
the smartphone industry. It broadens their software       
knowledge and could help them to exceed their software in          
other markets. Resulting in a better experience for the         
customer and maybe allow more data to be gathered.  

There are also multiple added values for the customer         
compared to an ordinary navigation system. To start, this AR          
device is much safer because the duration that you take your           
eyes off the road is less, so that means you pay more            
attention to the actual driving. Next to that, you can transfer           
this device between different cars. Instead of spending a lot          
of money for multiple in-dash systems for your cars, you can           
use this device, remove it from the windshield and place it in            
another car if you want to and save a lot of money. The             
most valuable asset is it succes from usage. Users will arrive           
at their designation in a comfortable and relaxed manner as          
the device is very clear and prevents the user from stressing.           
All these points will have a positive impact on the customer           
lives inside a car, due to the safety, usability and          
user-friendliness of the product. 
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